XVI. NANOSLAVERY
I had a very interesting conversation before Christmas 2020 with one
very enlightened individual who only enforced my theory which will be
explained shortly. I will also leave little doubt that my concept should
be correct as there is no other logical explanation - this is also how
you prove things in mathematics.
So here it is - nanotechnology and pico technology or smaller is an
integral part of our DNA structure!
Was it always the case - the answer is probably - No.
But before we look at the small detail we need to understand what is
nanotechnology or what it looks like. The first thing is to look at the
movie Terminator - look at this pictures:

A liquid metallic-organic hybrid. Totally independent artificial
intelligence. DO you have any doubts or do you want to insinuate this
is science fiction - then read this articles:

You can see it here: https://youtu.be/581PK3s0HgA and her:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2rMkRs-GzE and here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfeQ9ipVh84
These are real human achievements. Now - imagine the world 1000
years ahead of now. You probably cannot, can you?! And there is no
doubt this planet belongs to someone so this someone has taken
certain steps to have a control over all of the species living in this
bubble.
So - lets analyse a few additional facts.
Like Anthanasius Kircher (and many others after him) who firstly laid
claims that the diseases are caused by small invisible „worms” he
watched under the microscope back in mid 1600s’ - I believe that
NANOTECHNOLOGY was implanted in us with the purpose to age our
body and to kill us eventually. Nanotechnology is an integral part of
our human DNA structure.
Whoever is behind it it has also developed a technology designed to
recycle our consciousness after we die - or reincarnation as we
commonly know it. They can also create new consciousness like what
we are already attempting in our labs.
Now, all we have to do is to imagine that this nano or pico technology
is nothing else but Artificial Intelligence which can be controlled
remotely with now 5G or 6G (military installations) or more advanced.
Imagine that this is also a secondary circuit breaker in case if a
biological infection gets removed somehow with Rife technology. In
such a case these tiny little robots as small as atoms or even smaller
can be programmed to fool our immune system by recreating the same
biological virus or bacteria.
This is not a SCI-FY. We are living in the era of digital pathogens or
digital replicas of biological pathogens. Like with music - we have an
analog and digital versions - the same is in the world of so called
absurd Western Medicine. We have biological viruses and we have

digital copies. And the digital are controlled remotely with 5G. This is
what Kovid is precisely.
All of this was designed for those in charge of this planet to have full
powers over what science can see a day light. All they have to do is to
discredit any scientist with means of digital medium like liquid - semi
autonomous nanotechnology.
And this is not just applied to control disease and ageing but also this
technology is directly connected to our brain and consciousness. They
can simply simulate what you think, what you say, what is your
favourite colour. They can manipulate your emotions. They can
absolutely control everything.
We are nothing but a sheep awaiting a slaughter. And if you cannot see
it then you are a sleeper. There is no other conclusion - this planet is
nothing but a prison or a concentration camp and the best way to run
a prison is if the prisoners have no clue they are imprisoned. Exactly
like in The Truman Show movie.
The humanity used to dwell on this planet for a very long time until
about 60 thousand years ago when this planet was visited by certain
extraterrestrial species. Which then enslaved our human race.
What was the purpose behind it? Multiple - gold mining, blood supply
used for extending their life expectancy, other hormones and enzymes,
pure greed, food production - possibly our human body is no different
to how we define beef or lamb. Also to be considered - human body
energy of various kind.
This is almost certainly the case with many hundreds or thousands of
other planets in this galaxy alone.
Now imagine if you could regain freedom from nanotechnology?
Imagine if your mind could be freed? Imagine the strength of our mind
and what it can do and how fast we could evolve if we were not
controlled. Our science is under full control. Our medicine is under full
control. Everything is controlled by whoever enslaved our body and
mind.

My other concept which is obviously beyond most to comprehend is - if
we can use one single frequency to cure anything by removing the
nanotechnology we should become immortal in due process by default.
Or at least extend our life expectancy by 100 as a minimum.
Now lets explain for everybody why you may see no rapid effect with
Rife when eliminating nanotechnology. Because nano is an integral
part of our DNA the removal of it in a short period of time could be
fatal. Even for a very healthy human.
And because nanotechnology is so advance it’s like a liquid mass from
the Terminator movie. You must imagine that while using cold melting
to break it apart it can remould itself into less advanced substance.
To give you a comparison you need to imagine holding a kaleidoscope
and spinning it one a week. Each time you get a very different picture
- yet in my vie each time one of the shapes inside the picture is being
removed until eventually the substance is deactivated.

As you can see - this creates a perfect mosaic. This process has to be
repeated some 20 times or longer. Each week the molecular frequency
of this substance is reprogrammed. So each week you can only remove
one layer of the molecular connections of this agent.
Each time you do so you may expect a very harsh herx. From my
personal experience if I was to overlap pain and symptoms of herx

even being free from other agents I doubt I could survive the
compressed effect of this herxing.
Therefore the Rifing of this Nanotechnology has to be done gradually
and over a long period of time - probably at least 20 weeks or longer.
Patience is needed and full understanding of the above concept. How
do we know how long it may take - the movie Swordfish is the possible
answer. Like everything - messages are encoded in movies. How many
elements can you see in the worm? This is the clue.

Additionally - I believe they use our bodies to incubate something else.
It’s difficult to describe it but it appears our bodies host their goo or
something else which is perhaps part of the energy extraction system.
This appears to be a living substance and with means to communicate
through Morgellons fibres which we all have.
Conclusion - if we were to regain the freedom they would have to shut
this down. And perhaps this process has been already initiated…
One other fascinating way of controlling us with use of nanotechnology
is being able to project different things in our dreams. Some of them
are e.g. visitations of other beings from other universes or dimensions
in our mind during our sleep or lucid dreaming. This is another way to
implant fear in our heads designed to stop Rifing with the latest
frequency. Be warned - this may happen to you!

You may start to see things you had not seen before - some of you will
think it’s a blessing. Some of you will think it’s evil. Some of you will
enjoy it. Some of you will want nothing to do with it and you will make
a decision to stop Rifing to avoid further visions.
Some of you will think that the visions are real, but my view is to treat
them as only visions to start with. Everything in this game is designed
to make you stop Rifing! Because your body belong to them and the
mind is design to control the body.
So - be warned. It will take at lest 20 weeks and it will be a
rollercoaster where this substance will reinvent itself several times
with some of your medical symptoms only to put doubt in your mind
and make you stop.

